
Time Activity We are learning...

8:45am-9:00am Arrival, Lunch Choice, 
Attendance, Free Play

routines, while also taking part in self-selecting interactive 
activities that provide opportunities for independent play, 
parallel play, and collaborative play.  

9:00am-9:20am Morning Meeting previewing the day’s agenda, sharing and participating in 
classroom read aloud

9:20am-9:45am Enrichment/Remediation prepare our minds to be ready for the morning of learning 
while participating in small group activities.  We will also 
complete enriching or remediation activities depending on 
the needs, building on their social/emotional and academic 
growth.

9:45am-10:30am Mathematics Block exploration with different math materials while also 
developing number sense and understanding through hands 
on play, during whole and small group activities. 

10:30am-10:50am Literacy Block (Reading, 
Writing, Listening, 
Technology, Working with 
Words) 

shared reading and writing activities, read alouds, centers, 
and handwriting through an integrated approach during small 
group and whole group setting.  

10:50am-11:20am Lunch and practicing fine motor skills while also socializing outside 
of the classroom setting in an appropriate way.

11:20am-12:55pm Literacy Block (Reading, 
Writing, Listening, 
Technology, Working with 
Words) 

shared reading and writing activities, read alouds, centers, 
and handwriting through an integrated approach during small 
group and whole group setting.  

12:55pm-1:15pm Recess gross motor activities while building on social skills either 
outside on the playground or in the classroom during free 
play. 

1:15pm-1:30pm Quiet Time how to re-energize their body and minds through relaxation 
and quiet/stillness to prepare for the remaining part of our 
day.

1:30pm-2:05pm Science about investigations related to animals, weather, wood/
paper, while also utilizing our garden and creek to provide 
true inquiry based learning.

2:05pm-2:20pm Snack how to re-energize their body and minds through a 
nutritious snack while also refining our table manners and 
other social skills.

2:20pm-3:00pm Special Technology, Music, Art, Library and Fitness

3:00pm-3:20pm Recess gross motor activities while building on social skills either 
outside on the playground or in the classroom during free 
time.

3:20-3:45  Dismissal independence and responsibility.  

Our Kindergarten Day....


